Vescom completes the
curtain fabric collection
New refined basics
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The transparent curtain fabric collection of Vescom is now complete with
the arrival of Fogo, Chira and Clare. Three refined basics in a broad
colour series. They are floor-to-ceiling, fall flexibly, are very interesting
from a pricing perspective and are easy to apply. A must have for any
interior.
Fogo is the successor of the successful Vescom Zembra product. The vertical structure of
this fabric is characterised by a graphic nature that has a subtle sheen. The 16 metallic
tints in which Fogo is available will simply look perfect in any room.

curtain – design Fogo
The famous Chira has been fully updated in relation to colour. The new colour series
(32 colours) includes more natural grey midtones and various white hues. The series has
also been enriched with a few new accent colours such as soft lime, ash blue and
powder coral.
The weave structure of Clare shows layering with a beautiful sheen as the finishing
touch. The metallic colours range from gold, silver and bronze to copper, brass and
gunmetal.

The three new Fogo, Chira and Clare curtain fabrics are floor-to-ceiling and can
therefore be made without seams. The flexibly falling, refined basics can be easily
applied and will lift any room to a higher level.
broad programme
The designs form a valuable addition to the curtain 03 binder. The curtain fabric
collection consists of plain, patterned, black-out, dim-out and (acoustic) translucent
curtain fabrics. The fabrics are lightfast, colourfast, flame retardant, safe, functional,
durable and, in many cases, washable at high temperatures. To conclude, all fabrics
are Oeko-Tex certified.
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Vescom develops, produces and distributes high-quality interior products for the international contract market:
wallcovering, upholstery and curtain fabrics. Vescom stands for high quality. When it comes to technology,
design and service. Distinctive designs and sustainable materials form the basis of our collections. Products
produced by Vescom are used in the contract market: primarily in the hospitality, healthcare, office and
education sectors.
In addition to the head office in Deurne (the Netherlands), Vescom has a widely branching network of
Vescom sales offices. In Europe, Asia, the Middle East, Latin America and the United State of America.
Vescom works with distributors in other parts of the world. Vescom (1971) is part of the Vescom Group.

